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ABSTRACT 
 

In the Association Rule Mining (ARM) approach, equal weight is assigned to all itemsets in the dataset. 
Hence, it is not appropriate for all datasets. The weight should be assigned based on the significance of each 
itemset. The WARM reduces extra steps during the generation of rules. As, the Weighted ARM (WARM) 
uses the significance of each itemset, it is applied in the data mining. The Fuzzy-based WARM satisfies the 
downward closure property and prunes the insignificant rules by assigning the weight to the itemset. This 
reduces the computation time and execution time. This paper presents an Enhanced Fuzzy-based Weighted 
Association Rule Mining (E-FWARM) algorithm for efficient mining of the frequent itemsets. The pre-
filtering method is applied to the input dataset to remove the item having low variance. Data discretization 
is performed and E-FWARM is applied for mining the frequent itemsets. The experimental results show 
that the proposed E-FWARM algorithm yields maximum frequent items, association rules, accuracy and 
minimum execution time than the existing algorithms. 

Keywords: Association Rule Mining (ARM), Data Mining, Frequent Itemset Mining, Fuzzy-based 
Weighted Association Rule Mining (FWARM) 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Data mining is an emerging technique that 
addresses the problem of restructuring the data into 
the useful information. The rule generation methods 
are used in the area of data mining to determine the 
relationship between different items. The 
Association Rule Mining (ARM) is widely used for 
finding data patterns that reveals the combination of 
events occurring simultaneously based on the 
associations among a large set of data items. The 
Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) is a 
popular algorithm for extracting high frequent 
itemsets from a database using the predefined 
threshold measures such as minimum support and 
minimum confidence (Sowan et al., 2013). 

In the ARM model, it is assumed that all data 
items have same significance without considering 
their weight and difference between the transactions 
and importance of each item set. The Weighted 
ARM (WARM) algorithm works only based on the 
binary attributes and not on the databases using the 
significance of each item set. The ARM aims to 
discover the relationships among the data attributes 
depending on minimum support and minimum 

confidence value. The rare item problem occurs if a 
single minimum support is used (Liu et al., 1999, 
Hu and Chen, 2006, Kiran and Reddy, 2010). Liu et 
al. (Liu et al., 1999) developed Multiple Support 
(MS) Apriori algorithm to solve the rare item 
problem based on the concept of assigning 
Minimum Item Support (MIS) values for each item 
in the database. Despite of using single minimum 
support, various minimum supports are used for 
different items in the database. Different MIS 
values are assigned to compute different frequent 
items. This enables the generation of rare frequent 
itemsets and prevents the generation of tedious 
frequent itemsets (Hu and Chen, 2006). The Fuzzy-
based weighted ARM (FWARM) algorithms (Jain 
et al., 2008, Toloo and Nalchigar, 2011, Toloo et 
al., 2009, Ho et al., 2012, Chiu et al., 2012) play a 
significant role in the field of data mining.  

 
1.1 Motivation and Research Objectives 

In the previous work, a weighted rule mining 
approach is applied to extract the frequent itemsets. 
The datasets are ranked based on the queries and 
demands of the cloud users. It is found that the 
selected datasets are frequently used by most of the 
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users. A secure cloud data mining model is 
designed to identify the best frequently used 
datasets for their queries (Mangayarkkarasi and 
Chidambaram). This generates very less number of 
itemsets and requires minimum time consumption 
than the traditional ARM algorithm.  

In this paper, E-FWARM algorithm is applied for 
efficient extraction of the frequent itemsets from the 
database. The main objective of the research work 
is to extract maximum frequent items without 
requiring more complexity. The pre-filtering 
method is applied to the input dataset to remove the 
items having low variance. Then, zero-mean 
normalization is applied and the weight is allocated 
to each data item. Data discretization is performed 
and E-FWARM algorithm is applied for mining the 
frequent itemsets. The rule is generated based on 
the proposed algorithm. Finally, the data analysis is 
performed based on the generated rule. The 
proposed E-FWARM algorithm yields maximum 
frequent items, association rules, accuracy and 
minimum execution time than the existing 
algorithms.  

The sections of the paper are systematized as 
follows: Section II describes an overview of the 
existing ARM approaches. Section III provides the 
basic definitions of the FWARM algorithm. Section 
IV explains the proposed work including 
normalization, weight assignment, data 
discretization and E-FWARM algorithm. Section 
IV presents the performance analysis including 
comparative analysis of the proposed E-FWARM 
algorithm, existing WARM and FWARM 
algorithms. The conclusion of the proposed work is 
discussed in Section V. 

 
2. RELATED WORKS 

Sowan et al. (Sowan et al., 2013) combined 
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) and Apriori approach to 
identify the Fuzzy Association Rule (FAR) for 
improved prediction of the road traffic. The 
knowledge can be extracted from a database to 
predict the future value efficiently. Mallik et al. 
(Mallik et al., 2015) proposed a Rank-Based 
WARM algorithm for ranking the rules based on 
the weighted condensed support and weighted 
condensed confidence. The proposed RANWAR 
generates minimum number of frequent itemsets 
and requires minimum execution time than the 
existing ARM algorithms.  

Pears et al. (Pears et al., 2013) automated the 
weight assignment process by expressing a linear 
model that captures relationships between the 

items. The Valency model is extended by 
increasing the field of communication beyond 
immediate neighborhoods. Azadnia et al. (Azadnia 
et al., 2013) presented a combined approach of 
WARM and Genetic Algorithm (GA) to reduce the 
total tardiness. The best suitable path can be 
identified by combining the GA with the traveling 
salesman problem.  

Nithya and Duraiswamy (Nithya and 
Duraiswamy, 2015) applied average ranking feature 
selection approach and FWARM classifier for 
efficient diagnosis of the healthcare dataset. The 
classification accuracy is improved and 
computational time is minimized by reducing the 
number of rules. Galárraga et al. (Galárraga et al., 
2013) developed a rule mining model inspired by 
the ARM and introduced a novel confidence 
measure. The mining efficiency and coverage of the 
proposed model is better than the existing 
approaches.  

Vo et al. (Vo et al., 2013) proposed Weighted 
Itemset-Tidset tree data structure for effective 
mining of the weighted frequent itemsets. A Diffset 
strategy is described for computing the weighted 
support for the itemsets. The memory consumption 
and computation time can be reduced. Altuntas et 
al. (Altuntas et al., 2013) presented FWARM 
approach for efficiently solving the facility layout 
problem in the cellular manufacturing system. Cai 
et al. (Cai et al., 2013) proposed WARM model for 
mining the weighted frequent items in the mobile 
computing environment.  Gosain and Bhugra 
(Gosain and Bhugra, 2013) presented a comparative 
survey of different association rules on the 
quantitative data based on various parameters such 
as weighted measure, support and confidence 
factors.  

Rubia and Sasikala (Rubia and Sasikala, 2014) 
described the comparative study of fuzzy logic and 
WARM for efficient mining of frequent datasets. 
The fuzzy logic and WARM required minimum 
time and memory consumption. Bansal et al. 
(Bansal et al., 2017) applied Weighted Fuzzy 
Privacy Preserving Mining (WFPPM) to extract the 
sensitive association rules based on the weight of 
the rule. The actual sensitive rules can be found out 
while maintaining the quality of the released data.  

Datta and Bose (Datta and Bose, 2015) proposed 
identification of the frequent sets through the 
weighted support and confidence for the generation 
of useful positive rule. The chances of rule 
discovery are increased while maintaining the same 
level of minsupp and minconf in both cases. 
Jafarzadeh et al. (Jafarzadeh et al., 2015) developed 
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an enhanced Apriori algorithm for mining the fuzzy 
association rules. Vidya (Vidya, 2014) proposed 
genetic based fuzzy WARM for providing 
appropriate results according to the user 
requirements. The proposed approach is efficient 
than the existing algorithm.  

Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2016) proposed a fuzzy 
temporal ARM algorithm based on the scalar 
cardinality of each linguistic term of each item. 
Agarwal and Nanavati (Agarwal and Nanavati, 
2016) introduced an ARM scheme using the 
hybridization of the GA and PSO algorithm. High 
quality rules are obtained by maintaining optimal 
tradeoff between the interpretability and accuracy 
with quicker convergence rate. Sheng et al. (Sheng 
et al., 2016) developed a data-driven technique by 
integrating the Apriori algorithm and probabilistic 
graphical model. The prediction accuracy is 
improved by using the association rules. Sarkar et 
al. (Sarkar et al., 2017) introduced a novel model 
ARM and GA for the automatic selection of the 
optimal Support and Confidence value to generate 
useful rules. Mansha et al. (Mansha et al., 2016) 
proposed a novel algorithm for mining the 
association rules from uncertain data based on Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) clustering. Effective 
generation of the frequent itemsets and association 
rules is ensured by maintaining the feasibility of the 
neural network.  

(Faridi et al., 2017a) proposed an agricultural 
intelligent decision support system for mining 
weighted fuzzy spatial rules and constructing the 
fuzzy inference system. The proposed system 
offered well informed decisions for the efficient 
utilization of the wastelands. (Paul et al., 2017) 
developed an automatic fuzzy diagnostic system 
based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a 
Modified Dynamic Multi-Swarm Particle Swarm 
Optimization (MDMS-PSO) to optimize the 
membership functions of the Fuzzy diagnostic 
system for predicting the risk level of heart disease. 
The proposed system yielded better accuracy on 
different datasets. (Faridi et al., 2017b) introduced a 
new algorithm for weighted fuzzy spatial 
association rule mining for reclaiming the 
wasteland and ranking the rules based on the faith 
and weight-area score. The proposed algorithm is 
efficient and scalable when compared to the Apriori 
algorithm. (Bansal et al., 2017) applied Weighted 
Fuzzy Privacy Preserving Mining (WFPPM) for 
extracting complex association rules. Actual 
sensitive rules are obtained by considering the 
weight of individual parameter. 

 

The conventional ARM algorithms using the 
crisp set are used for handling the Boolean data. 
But, there is a need to discover knowledge and 
handle huge amount of quantitative data in real life. 
The dataset should be partitioned and converted 
into Boolean type, for extracting the association 
rules from the quantitative data. As a result, it may 
suffer from the sharp boundary problem (Kalia et 
al., 2013). The Fuzzy association rules are 
developed to solve this problem. In this paper, an 
E-FWARM algorithm is proposed for the efficient 
mining of the frequent itemsets  
 
3. FUZZY WEIGHTED ASSOCIATION 

RULE MINING 
 
 Let a dataset ‘D’ comprises a set of 
transactions , , … ,  with a set of items 

, , … , | |  (Muyeba et al., 2008). A Fuzzy 
dataset  includes fuzzy transactions 
, , … ,  with Fuzzy sets related with each 

item in I and identified by a set of linguistic labels 
, , … , | | . A weight ‘w’ is assigned to 

each linguistic label in the set. Each attribute  
is associated with several Fuzzy sets. A 
membership degree provides the degree of 
association in the range [0-1]. This indicates the 
correspondence between the value of each attribute 
and set of fuzzy linguistic labels.  
Definition: 
Fuzzy Item Weight (FIW) is a non-negative real 
number whose value ranges from 0 to 1. It is 
associated with each fuzzy set. The weight of a 
fuzzy set for an item  is represented as 	 . 
Fuzzy Itemset Transaction Weight (FITW) is the 
combined weights of all the fuzzy sets associated to 
the items in the itemset present in a single 
transaction. The FITW for an itsemset is computed 
as 

∏
 ∈

	| |         (1) 

Fuzzy Weighted Support (FWS) is the aggregated 
sum of the FITW of all the itemsets in the 
transactions to the total number of transactions.  

∑ ∏
 ∈

	| |

       (2)    

Fuzzy weighted confidence is the ratio of the sum 
of votes satisfying ∪  to the sum of votes 
satisfying X with | ∪ 	|. It is derived as 

→ 	 ∑
∏  ∈

	| |

∏
 ∈

	| |        (3) 
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FWARM 
 
The FWARM algorithm belongs to the breadth first 
traversal group of the ARM algorithms.  denotes 
the set of candidate itemsets of the cardinality ‘k’, 
‘w’ represents the weight of the items, ‘F’ indicates 
the set of frequent itemsets, ‘R’ indicates the set of 
potential rules and  denotes the final set of Fuzzy 
weighted association rules. 
 
FWARM Algorithm 
Input: ‘T’ dataset 
Output: 

	 	 	 	   
Step 1: Initialize 0; ∅; ∅  
Step 2:  is the set of candidate itemsets 
Step 3: 1 
Step 4: while 
Step 5: if ∅ break 
Step 6:  ∈  
Step 7: 
c.weightedSupportweighted	support	count 
Step 8: if . min	_  
Step 9: FF ∪ c 
Step 10: k 1 
Step 11:   
Step 12: end while 

Step 13: f ∈  
Step 14: Generate set of candidate rules , … ,  
Step 15: RR ∪ ,… ,  
Step 16: r ∈  
Step 17: 
r. weightedConfidenceweighted	confidence	value 
Step 18: if r. weightedConfidence
min	_wc	  ∪  
 
4.  E-FWARM ALGORITHM 
 

The input dataset contains a large amount of 
data. The pre-filtering method is applied on the 
dataset to remove the data having low variance. The 
data with low variance is insignificant. The general 
contrast in the information for each previous data 
should be inspected and the data is filtered. The 
separated data should be normalized. This 
normalization changes the information to a standard 
scale. The zero-mean normalization is utilized to 
change the information such that the mean value of 
each zero becomes zero and standard deviation of 
each data becomes one. Fig.1 shows the overall 
flow diagram of the proposed E-FWARM 
algorithm. 

 
 

 

 

Fig.1 Overall Flow Diagram Of The Proposed E-FWARM Algorithm
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3.1 Zero Mean Normalization 
Normalization is the process of scaling the 

individual data samples so to lie within a small 
specified range. The zero-mean normalization 
(Bandyopadhyay et al., 2014) converts data into a 
specific format such that mean value of the data 
becomes zero and standard deviation becomes one. 
It is formulated as 

 

       (4) 

Where  and  are the values of the ith data 

at the jth sample before and after normalization.  

and  denote the mean and standard deviation of 
the data. When zero-mean normalization is applied, 
all the data are made to slide vertically so that the 
mean value of the data is zero. 
 
3.2 Weight assignment 

The weight is allocated to each data according 
to their ranking. The weight of all data is calculated 
such that variation in the weight of any 
consecutively ranked data is similar. The weight of 
the data that is ranked first is one. The range of 
assigned weight lies in the range between zero and 
one. If the total number of data in the system is ‘n’, 
the weight of each data 1  is computed 
from the rank function  and number of data. 
 
3.3 Date discretization 

The input is the information matrix I r, c , 
where ‘r’ is the shown data and ‘c’ is the shown 
samples. The transpose of the matrix is executed. 
The discretization for the matrix is required for 
applying the ARM algorithm.  
3.4 E-FWARM Algorithm 

The FCM is applied for clustering the data and 
determining the center of each fuzzy set and 
maximum and minimum values for each field of the 
input dataset. The triangular and trapezoid 
membership functions convert the dataset into a 
fuzzy dataset (Hong et al., 2004). The triangular 
membership function is described using the 
following equation 
 

; , ,

0,
,

,

0,

     (5) 

 
Where ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ are the scalar parameters 

and ‘x’ is a vector. The parameters ‘a’ and ‘c’ 
represent the base of the triangle and parameter ‘b’ 

denotes the peak. The trapezoidal membership 
function is defined as  

, , , ,

0, ,
,

1,
,

        (6) 

 
Where ‘a’ and ‘d’ represent the lower limit and 

upper limit and ‘b’ and ‘c’ denotes the lower limit 
and upper limit of the center. Fig.2 illustrates the 
triangular and trapezoid membership functions.  

 

  
Fig.2 Triangular and trapezoid membership functions 

A support value is computed for each item by 
aggregating the fuzzy membership functions for all 
data records. This aggregate value is stored in the 
primary candidate itemset . The items that are 
greater than or equal to the minimum support 
min	_  are moved to large primary itemsets . 
The items are joined and combined as 

1 , , 1 , 1 , … , 1 , . The 
items for each itemset do not belong to the same 
field. After every itemset is stored in the secondary 
candidate itemset , the support value for each 
itemset is computed using a minimum operator for 
the fuzzy values of the items. The result of the 
minimum values in that itemset is added for all 
records. Finally, the added value is stored in the . 
The itemsets whose value is greater than 
min	_  are moved to large secondary itemsets 

. This combination is based on the evergy sub-
itemset of the candidate itemset . The candidate 
itemset should be a frequent itemset in the previous 
large itemset . The terms in the candidate itemset 
do not belong to the same field. The items are 
stored in the tertiary itemset  and the support 
value is computed for each candidate itemset. The 
itemsets whose value is greater than or equal to the 
min	_ 	are moved to the large itemset . The 
itemsets are combined until the itemset  is empty. 
The itemsets are pruned by selecting the itemsets 
including the target attribute. The itemsets are 
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expressed as IF-THEN, the confidence value (CV) 
is computed as 

 
∑ ∩

∑
        (7)  

 
The extracted rules are stored in the Knowledge 

Base (KB). The rules in the LB are inferred to the 
Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). The frequency of all 
the items in the database is assumed to be same, if 
the min	_  value is used for a whole database. 
The database contains high frequency items. Only 
few frequent itemsets are extracted, if the 
min	_  value is set too high. More number of 
frequent itemsets can be extracted, if the 
min	_  value is set too low. The FCM-Multiple 
Support (MS) Apriori model uses the FCM and 
MSApriori approach for extracting the highly 
frequent itemsets from the fuzzy datasets. The 
FCM-MSApriori inherits the benefits of both the 
FCM and MSApriori approach and provides more 
flexibility to the real-time applications (Siji and 
Valarmathi).  
 
FCM: {clustering dataset} 
Find the fuzzy sets of the quantitative dataset  
Calculate the sum of the membership values for 
each fuzzy term for all records 
If min	_  then 
Insert the fuzzy term into  
For 2; ∅;  do 

	 	 	 ; 
{ 
Insert into  
Select itemset; ∙ , ∙ , … , ∙

, ∙  
From p, q 
Where ∙ ∙ , … , ∙
∙ , ∙ ∙  

} 
For each itemset ∈  do 
Check all the sub-itemsets of all itemsets in  and 
it should be a frequent itemset in  
For each 1  subset ‘s’ of ‘c’ do 
If ∈  then 
Delete c from  
End For 
End For 
For each itemset candidate in  do 
Calculate the support value 
If min	_  then 
Insert the fuzzy itemset into  
End For 
End For 

Select the frequent itemsets including the target 
attribute 
Form the frequent itemsets that exist in  to  
under the form “If-Then” 
For each rule 
Calculate the confidence value for each rule 
If min	_  then 
Accept the rule 
End For 
Check the rules for contradiction 
Insert all the accepted rules in KB 
Infer the generated rules in KB using FIS 
 
Input: ‘D’- Dataset 
‘IW’ - Itemset weight 
‘wsup’ - Weighted support 
 ‘wconf’ - Weighted confidence 
‘m’ – itemset 

- Candidate itemset 
- Frequent itemset 

 - Number of candidate itemsets in  
Fz - Fuzzy Association rule 
fs - Fuzzy itemset in fuzzy association rule 
rs - Rules generated from  
WAR - Rules 
min	_  - Minimum weighted support  
min	_  - Minimum weighted confidence 
Output:  - Set of weighted association rules 

0;	 ∅; ∅  
	 	1	   

→ 1  
Begin 
if ∅ break 
 ∈   
∙ 	 →

	 	  
if ∙ 	 min	_  

→ ∪   
→ 1  

	 	   
End 
if ∈  
generate set of candidate rules , … ,  

→ ∪   
 ∈  
. 	

→ 	 	  
if . 	 min	_  

∪   
 
5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 
The performance of the proposed work is 

evaluated by applying it in the groceries dataset 
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(Marafi, 2014) on a system with Intel(R) Core i3-
3220 x64-based processor and 8 GB capacity. The 
proposed work is simulated using Matlab 2017 
software. The groceries dataset contains a 
collection of 9835 receipts of the purchased items. 
This dataset is involved in market basket analysis 
for finding the relationship between items 
purchased by the customers. This analysis helps the 
seller to develop their sales strategy based on 
the frequent items purchased together by 
the customers.  

The proposed E-FWARM algorithm is compared 
with the WARM and FWARM (Vidya, 2006). 
Fig.3 presents the comparative analysis of the 
number of frequent itemsets extracted by the 
proposed E-FWARM and existing WARM and 
FWARM. The proposed E-FWARM yielded 
maximum frequent items than the WARM and 
FWARM. There is a linear decrease in the number 
of frequent items with respect to the increase in the 
support value. Fig.4 shows the association rule rate 
analysis of the proposed E-FWARM and existing 
WARM and FWARM. The proposed E-FWARM 
algorithm extracts more association rules than the 
existing WARM and FWARM. There is a gradual 
decrease in the number of association rule with 

respect to the increase in the weighted confidence 
value. Fig.5 illustrates the accuracy analysis of the 
proposed E-FWARM and existing traditional K-
means and Adaptive K-means algorithms (Deepti 
Ambaselkar and Bagwan, 2016). The proposed E-
FWARM algorithm yields maximum accuracy of 
about 97%, while the traditional K-means and 
Adaptive K-means algorithms yield accuracy of 
about 70% and 75% respectively. The accuracy of 
the proposed E-FWARM is higher of about 22.68% 
and 27.83% than the Adaptive K-means and 
traditional K-means algorithms. Fig.6 depicts the 
execution time analysis of the proposed E-FWARM 
and existing traditional K-means and Adaptive K-
means algorithms. The proposed E-FWARM 
algorithm requires execution time of about 2500 
milliseconds (ms), while the traditional K-means 
and Adaptive K-means algorithms require about 
3500 ms and 2800 ms respectively. The execution 
time of the proposed E-FWARM algorithm is about 
28.57% and 10.71% than the traditional K-means 
and Adaptive K-means algorithms. Thus, the 
proposed E-FWARM algorithm is highly efficient 
for mining the frequent itemsets than the existing 
algorithms. 

 
Figure 3: Frequent item rate analysis of the proposed E-FWARM and existing WARM and FWARM 
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Figure 4: Association rule rate analysis of the proposed E-FWARM and existing WARM and FWARM 

 

Figure 5:  Accuracy analysis of the proposed E-FWARM and existing K-means and Adaptive K-means algorithms 
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Fig.6 Execution time analysis of the proposed E-FWARM and existing K-means and Adaptive K-means algorithms 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

The ARM algorithms usually extract a huge 
quantity of rules and do not guarantee about the 
relevancy of all the extracted rules. Also, the 
drawbacks of the existing ARM algorithms are 
mining of non-interesting rules and huge number of 
discovered rules. It requires multiple scanning of 
the database and generates many candidate 
itemsets. An E-FWARM algorithm is proposed for 
the efficient mining of the frequent itemsets. The 
significance of each item is considered by assigning 
weight to each item. This results in the efficient 
mining of frequent items and association rules. The 
performance of the proposed E-FWARM algorithm 
is evaluated by comparing it with the WARM, 
FWARM, traditional K-means and adaptive K-
means algorithms. The proposed E-FWARM 
algorithm extracted more number of frequent items 
and association rules when compared to the 
WARM and FWARM algorithms. The accuracy of 
the proposed E-FWARM algorithm is higher than 
the traditional K-means and Adaptive K-means 
algorithms. The proposed E-FWARM algorithm 
consumes minimum execution time than the 
traditional K-means and Adaptive K-means 
algorithms. In future, the Positive Association 
Rules (PARs) and Negative Association Rules 
(NARs) are to be mined by using the Fuzzy-based 
algorithm. 
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